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I. INTRODUCTION

Today an estimated 2.7 billion people are connected to the Internet.1 Each individual person creates, consumes, exchanges, and receives knowledge and culture from its use. As more people come online, the value of the network

---

1 I want to thank my wife, Katherine Rodriguez, for all of her support during my time of learning in law school. I also wish to thank my faculty advisor Professor Amy Landers for her guidance. Lastly, I wish to thank my classmate Luisa Geiling for her expert assistance in navigating the European Union judicial process.

increases both economically and socially. Each new connection, which leverages the network effects of existing connections, increases both the productivity and value of the overall network. However, underlying a sizable segment of activity of the network are systems of legal rights. One of the most significant within this technological context is copyright law. This centuries old legal regime has evolved many times over in response to changes in technology.

Copyright has the power to regulate creative expression through a government issued time-limited monopoly granted to authors. Authors are the original creators of a copyrightable work. The policy goal behind the regulation is to incentivize creativity and enhance the public’s access to knowledge once the monopoly expires. Despite its ancient origins, copyright has shown a surprising level of adaptability to technology. That is not to say though that each stage of technological development was not met with severe resistance by the old guard industries. Often the disputes revolve around the battle lines drawn by technological innovators who push the envelope against copyright maximalists who opt for an excessively restrictive view of access to copyrighted works. This resistance stems mostly from the comforts presented by the status quo, whereas innovations in the market could result in complete restructuring of whole sectors. One apt example is the advent of high definition video streaming over the Internet coupled with the near extinction of the brick and mortar video rental industry.

This Comment will focus on the latest iteration of this conflict between technological innovators and copyright maximalists in light of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit’s seminal Cablevision decision. While the Supreme Court has weighed in on the Aereo case, which is the progeny of

---

5. Id.
8. Id.
12. Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2008) [hereinafter Cablevision decision].
Cablevision, the Court did little to settle the debate as it continues to escalate. The international reach of copyright law and its interplay with a number of treaties adds further fuel to the ongoing debate.\(^\text{13}\)

To set the stage of what is at stake, Part II of this Comment will first explore the economic value the Internet generates for society as the result of the growth in cloud computing. Cloud computing eliminates the need for personal data storage, high energy consumption, and equipment purchases.\(^\text{14}\) As a result, consumer and business costs can scale with their needs as wasteful spending is reduced.\(^\text{15}\) The savings enjoyed by consumers and businesses are in effect newly created surpluses that can be redirected into other economic channels.\(^\text{16}\) However, the cloud computing industry’s future is far from certain given that an enormous amount of copyrighted works travels through its systems.\(^\text{17}\)

The Comment will next explore the dueling legal scenarios innovators and maximalists wish to chart for copyright law and analyze the potential ramifications each path will have on the future development of the global Internet economy. To do this, Part III of this Comment will provide an overview of U.S. Copyright law with particular focus on the rights of public performance\(^\text{18}\) and reproduction\(^\text{19}\) granted to authors. Following this review will be an overview of the Second Circuit’s Cablevision decision whereas a cable company successfully defended its remote storage and recorded video service from copyright liability.\(^\text{20}\)

Under Cablevision, consumer freedom to make, remotely store, and download private copies was upheld.\(^\text{21}\) This legal status has had a positive impact on various cloud computing and content distribution technologies.\(^\text{22}\) The most prominent example is evidenced by the subsequent litigation involving the Internet company known as Aereo and its innovative method of converting and distributing television broadcast content following the Cablevision model.\(^\text{23}\) Part III will conclude with an overview of the Cablevision decision and the subsequent Supreme Court Aereo decision. Part of this review will explore the

\(^{13}\) See infra Part IV.
\(^{15}\) Id.
\(^{17}\) Id. at 63.
\(^{19}\) Id. § 106(1).
\(^{20}\) Cablevision decision, supra note 12.
\(^{21}\) Id.
The Value of Cloud Computing

impacts on cloud computing, the future of remote storage and Internet based
distribution, and the unanswered questions left in its wake.\textsuperscript{24}

The remainder of this Comment will broaden the discussion to the
international arena. Part IV will review the history of copyright law’s
internationalization through the Berne Convention.\textsuperscript{25} Included in this discussion is
a detailing of the obligations of signatories to the Berne Convention and related
treaties they must follow.\textsuperscript{26} Part V will look specifically into the European
Union’s (EU) judicial interpretation and legislative activity related to the Berne
Convention as well as how those decisions have impacted Internet innovation.
The most significant development in the EU is its interpretation of the World
Intellectual Property Organization’s Copyright Treaty,\textsuperscript{27} which led to the issuance
of the Copyright Directive.\textsuperscript{28} Under the Copyright Directive, authors were given a
new explicit “making available” right, which based on recent litigation has been
given a broad interpretation.\textsuperscript{29} Such an explicit right is unique to the EU and does
not exist within the U.S.\textsuperscript{30}

Finally, Part VI will tie these issues together to predict and analyze the path
of this growing conflict. The EU and the U.S. may chart different interpretative
paths for copyright law setting up possible trade disputes. Further complicating
this fact is the possibility that both sides of the Atlantic could have correct but
different interpretations. Regardless, this Comment recommends that the best
policy moving forward would be to adhere to the Second Circuit’s Cablevision
decision and to narrowly interpret the Supreme Court’s Aereo decision.\textsuperscript{31} To
conclude otherwise would be to the detriment of the global economic potential of
cloud computing and would diminish the benefits of copyright law for the
intended beneficiaries: the public.

II. THE VALUE OF CLOUD COMPUTING

As more and more people are connected and more facilities become
interconnected at higher speeds, individuals have less need to directly own

\textsuperscript{27} WCT, supra note 26.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. art. 3, at 16.
\textsuperscript{30} See infra Part V.
\textsuperscript{31} See infra Part VI.
multiple components of the computer (storage, portable data devices, and software) to service their daily business and personal needs. At the start of the 21st century, Internet companies had made cloud computing widely available on the commercial market. The end goal of the Internet industry is to eventually allow consumers to feel free to store all of their content, particularly items that fall within copyright, onto the cloud for purposes of making them accessible from virtually anywhere. By doing so, businesses, the public sector, and individual consumers will be able to save money from reduced power consumption and fewer equipment purchases. Furthermore, the increases in group collaboration, productivity, reliability in data storage, and advances in software will magnify the effect that the Internet has on the economy.

The value of this migration is significant. Within the U.S. alone, one study predicts that an increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) after a cloud migration will exceed several billion dollars in economic value. Within the European Union, the estimated value of cloud computing reaches as high as .1 percent to .4 percent improvement in GDP growth per year. Furthermore, it is predicted that a full migration will increase the number of available jobs throughout the EU zone anywhere between the tens of thousands to the hundreds of thousands. This is the result of the near elimination of excess initial capital costs in physical computer infrastructure for small business enterprises, which is often a barrier to entry and stifles business creation.

The Cablevision decision by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals had a measurable benefit to the U.S. innovation economy. One study measured the increase in venture capital spending between hundreds of millions to more than a billion dollars (though such study was prior to the Supreme Court’s Aereo decision). Internet companies are traditionally venture capitalists (VC) funded and the general consensus among VCs is potential copyright liability stifles their

32. MANYIKA, supra note 16, at 29-30, 36.
33. ETRO, supra note 14, at 8.
36. ETRO, supra note 14, at 6.
38. ETRO, supra note 14, at 13.
39. Id. at 7, 14.
40. Id. at 7.
41. See infra Part III.A.
42. LERNER, supra note 22.
43. Id.
ability to invest.\textsuperscript{44} This stifling effect is magnified by the statutory minimums Congress has set for copyrights where each infringement (even if the copyright has no value) can incur up to $150,000 in damages.\textsuperscript{45} The study found that the guidance from the \textit{Cablevision} decision helped alleviate the possible threat of statutory damages revolving around cloud computing companies.\textsuperscript{46}

The EU courts and EU parliament have interpreted their international obligations under copyright law differently by creating a new “making available” right.\textsuperscript{47} These interpretations, under similar facts that gave rise to the \textit{Cablevision} decision, are producing different legal outcomes.\textsuperscript{48} It is worth noting that the U.S. is under the same international obligations, but legal scholars debate whether or not we are complying with international law.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{III. OVERVIEW OF U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW}

\textit{“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”}\textsuperscript{50}

Implementing the Constitution’s Copyright Clause, the United States Congress enacted its first copyright law and created time limited monopoly rights for the authors of books, maps, and charts.\textsuperscript{51} The rationale underlying the American Copyright Act is economic in nature where authors would be given a limited period of time to exploit their works.\textsuperscript{52} Over the Act’s two centuries of history, additional types of works were deemed worthy of a government granted

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{45} 17 U.S.C. § 504(C)
\item \textsuperscript{46} LERNER, supra note 22 at 1, 6-7.
\item \textsuperscript{47} See infra Part V.A
\item \textsuperscript{48} See infra Part V.A.1
\item \textsuperscript{50} U.S. Const. art. I., § 8, cl. 8.
\item \textsuperscript{51} A Brief Introduction and History, supra note 4.
\item \textsuperscript{52} Jean-Luc Piotraut, \textit{An Authors’ Rights-Based Copyright Law: The Fairness And Morality of French and American Law Compared}, 24 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 549, 554 (2006).
\end{itemize}
monopoly. Under the Copyright Act of today, virtually all forms of creative expression that travels over the Internet are protected by copyright law.

The process of obtaining a copyright in the modern era is very simple. An author (the creator of a copyright) simply needs to create a work and record it to a medium so that it may be preserved (fixed), such as a video, a paper, an audio recording, or a computer file. Once the work is fixed, it must also contain a slight modicum of originality and expression. This ensures that works that are unoriginal and more functional and utilitarian in nature remain accessible to the public and not restricted under a copyright monopoly. Once these steps are taken, an author is granted a copyright under federal law. No additional registration requirements are necessary unless the author wishes to take legal action against an alleged infringer of their copyright.

Once a monopoly is obtained by the author over the work, the author is granted six exclusive rights designed to allow for exploitation and monetization of the work subject to a number of limitations and exceptions. An example of an exclusive right and its applicability is the right of distribution. This right enables the author to control any form of distribution of their work as well as grant them the right to refuse distribution all together. Counterbalancing this right is the limitation of the First Sale doctrine, which extinguishes an author’s distribution right once a sale has occurred. This was in order to promote commerce by allowing for the resale of personal property between buyers and sellers.

Two of the six exclusive rights, reproduction and public performance, will be the focal point of discussion for this Comment given their relation to Internet technologies and cloud computing. The right of reproduction makes it an

---

53. A Brief Introduction and History, supra note 4 (adding prints, music, dramatic compositions, photographs and photographic negatives, works of art, and motion pictures to the list of protected works between April 1802 and August 1912).
54. See Ali Sternburg, 15 Technologies that Content Industries sued After Diamond Rio, DISRUPTIVE COMPETITION PROJECT (Oct. 8, 2013), http://www.project-discoco.org/intellectual-property/100813-15-technologies-that-content-industries-sued-after-diamond-rio. This article describes the trend of new technologies being met with copyright litigation. It lists fifteen products/services that have been met with copyright litigation and describes how each product/service faired.
61. Id. at 1.
65. Id.
infringement for unauthorized parties to make a copy of an author’s work. However, the act of making a copy does not always automatically result in an infringement. For example, the Supreme Court found that consumers were allowed to make copies of television programming at home with a videocassette recorder (VCR) under the Fair Use doctrine. The Court also held that the act of “time shifting” was protected under the Fair Use doctrine.

The right of public performance ensures that the author of a work can authorize when the work can be performed in a public setting. In drafting the public performance right, Congress found it necessary to provide additional statutory language to establish what constituted a “public” performance. Within the statute, “public” is defined as follows:

To perform or display a work “publicly” means—

(1) to perform or display it at a place open to the public or at any place where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a family and its social acquaintances is gathered; or

(2) to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of the work to a place specified by clause (1) or to the public, by means of any device or process, whether the members of the public capable of receiving the performance or display receive it in the same place or in separate places and at the same time or at different times. (emphasis added)

Furthermore, the statute defines “transmit” as follows:

“To transmit” a performance or display is to communicate it by any device or process whereby images or sounds are received beyond the place from which they are sent.

The Cablevision court conducted a two-part test to determine if a work had been publicly performed. First, the court determined whether a work had been

---

69. Id. at 449
72. 17 U.S.C. § 101
73. Id.
74. Cablevision decision, supra note 12 at 139.
transmitted according to the statute.\textsuperscript{75} Secondly, the court analyzed whether the audience receiving the performance could be considered a public audience or a private audience.\textsuperscript{76} How a court determines whether a public performance has occurred has significant ramifications.

Lastly, infringers under modern copyright jurisprudence are either primarily or secondarily liable.\textsuperscript{77} This is due to the fact that technology has made the act of copyright infringement a multi-party affair where one actor may commit the infringement but receive material support from another party who purposefully plays a role in supporting the infringement.\textsuperscript{78} For example, party A supplies computer equipment to party B who intends to make illegal copies of a copyrighted work. They agree to share profits on the joint venture, but only party B is directly liable for making the illegal copies. Courts have found that party A will be secondarily liable for providing material support and purposefully coordinating with party B. Meanwhile party B will be primarily liable under traditional copyright law norms for directly infringing on the copyright.\textsuperscript{79}

A. The Cablevision Decision

Cablevision, a cable television provider in the New York market, announced in 2006 that it planned to launch a remote storage DVR (RS-DVR) service.\textsuperscript{80} The purpose behind the network system was to replace traditional DVR service and reduce capital expenditures on equipment purchases of DVR set top boxes over the years by housing all storage data at a server facility.\textsuperscript{81}

However, shortly after announcing its plans, broadcast networks and content companies including FOX, CBS, ABC, NBC, Disney, Paramount, Universal, and more filed for a lawsuit.\textsuperscript{82} These plaintiffs alleged that Cablevision was directly

\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 135.
\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 139.
\textsuperscript{78} Catherine Gellis, Navigating the DMCA, in INTERNET LAW FOR THE BUSINESS LAWYER 323, 328 & 332 (Juliet Moringiello ed., 2014)
\textsuperscript{79} See generally, Cablevision decision, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{81} Marguerite Reardon, Cablevision wins DVR appeal, CNET (Aug. 4, 2008), http://news.cnet.com/8301-1023_3-10006580-93.html.
infringing on their right of reproduction by creating copies within its facilities.\textsuperscript{83} They further alleged that the act of playing recorded programming at later times constituted a public performance.\textsuperscript{84}

\textbf{1. Reproduction Right and Public Performance Right}

Plaintiffs alleged that the copies made by computers within Cablevision’s facility constituted direct infringement and did not pursue any claims of secondary liability.\textsuperscript{85} This decision to waive claims of secondary liability raised questions by legal observers though the strategy had some merit.\textsuperscript{86} Therefore, plaintiffs articulated a new legal argument of direct liability on behalf of Cablevision, which ultimately proved unpersuasive to the court.\textsuperscript{87}

In its opinion, the Second Circuit found that previous cases of direct infringement required a volitional act of infringement on the part of the provider of the equipment.\textsuperscript{88} The court found that only “two instances of volitional conduct” existed in this case.\textsuperscript{89} The first was Cablevision’s designing, maintaining, and housing of the equipment, and the second was the customer’s conduct in ordering the equipment to create a copy.\textsuperscript{90} The court expressed reluctance to find the act of manufacturing the equipment itself as volitional conduct.\textsuperscript{91} Instead the court focused on the conduct of the party committing the act that directly touches an exclusive right under copyright law.\textsuperscript{92} In essence, the Second Circuit found that Cablevision was in the same situation as a public library with a photocopier or private print shop.\textsuperscript{93} Each of these facilities makes available to the public a device that can be utilized for making copies, but does not volitionally engage with the customer to make that copy. This element of volitional conduct, while not explicitly required within the statute, is critical to

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{note83} Brief for Appellees at 15, The Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121 (2nd Cir. 2008) (No. 07-1480), 2007 WL 6101601.
\bibitem{note84} Id.
\bibitem{note85} Brief for Appellees, Cartoon Network LP, LLP, 536 F.3d 121 (No. 07-1480).
\bibitem{note86} Steven Seidenberg, Recording Restrictions, INSIDER COUNSEL, (Dec. 1, 2008), http://www.insidecounsel.com/2008/12/01/recording-restrictions (waiving claims of secondary liability meant that plaintiffs did not wish to pursue a claim that Cablevision customers were directly liable. Experts predict that plaintiffs wished to avoid a reprisal of the Betamax decision where consumer made copies were found to be legally permissible).
\bibitem{note87} Cablevision decision, supra note 12, at 130.
\bibitem{note88} Id. at 131.
\bibitem{note89} Id.
\bibitem{note90} Id.
\bibitem{note91} Id.
\bibitem{note92} Id. at 133.
\bibitem{note93} Cablevision decision, supra note 12, at 132.
\end{thebibliography}
the Internet industry as more services migrate to cloud computing driven by user copying and transferring of files.\(^94\)

Plaintiffs further claimed that Cablevision violated the right of public performance by transmitting recorded programs from its facilities to customers’ homes.\(^95\) The court, in what will likely be remembered as a major step forward for technological innovation, found that Cablevision’s transmissions to individual subscribers were not public performances, but rather merely private performances within the network.\(^96\) Underpinning the court’s reasoning was that Congress intended for the existence of a private performance exemption by defining public performances.\(^97\) The court rejected plaintiffs’ assertions that because the content can be viewed by multiple subscribers, regardless of the fact that each subscriber has its own copy, meant that Cablevision was publicly performing the work.\(^98\)

This reasoning by the court makes sense in light of the technologically inefficient but legally permissible means of the RS-DVR service.\(^99\) A technologically efficient system would simply make one copy of the requested content and provide access to the single file to all customers. This would keep costs low by reducing the need for excess storage capacity and subsequent maintenance costs of retaining the additional remote storage. However, Cablevision lawyers and engineers created a system that made excessively redundant amounts of copies in order to comply with Copyright law. The court noted that Cablevision creates and stores unique individual copies after receiving a request by the customer and individually stores each copy.\(^100\) As a result, the work (the copy) is performed to only one individual (the subscriber) resulting in a private performance.\(^101\) This legally permissible but technologically inefficient result has been the source of significant criticism for its negative impact on innovation in Internet streaming technologies.\(^102\)

2. Cablevision’s Progeny: Aereo

Following the Cablevision decision, a new company called Aereo was launched in compliance with the case precedent established by the Second


\(^{95}\) Cablevision decision, supra note 12, at 121.

\(^{96}\) Id. at 136.

\(^{97}\) Id.

\(^{98}\) Id. at 137.


\(^{100}\) Cablevision decision, supra note 12, at 139.

\(^{101}\) Id. at 123.

\(^{102}\) Masnick, supra note 34.
Circuit. The New York based tech company utilized a combination of an individualized antennae array system and remote storage for recording programs. Aereo’s antennae array would capture broadcast signals from the local television station and make it possible for their recording and transmission over the Internet to subscribers. The business plan behind the process was to allow consumers to rent an antenna from Aereo and record broadcast programming for later viewing with an Aereo DVR. In essence, it would be a new version of the old concept of “rabbit ears” and the home VCR.

In no short period of time the same plaintiffs from the Cablevision decision initiated multiple lawsuits against Aereo. They claimed several new theories that attempted to distinguish Aereo from Cablevision’s RS-DVR system but were dismissed at summary judgment at the district court by the Second Circuit on appeal. Both court opinions found that the technical architecture mirrored the Cablevision system. Aereo had an individual antennae designated for each subscriber and a unique copy was created through the direction and control of the subscriber. Furthermore, despite Aereo’s use of the Internet for transmission of the content, the court found that the one-to-one ratio of antennae, user generated copy, and access, ensured that only a private performance occurred.

The same litigation scenario has played out in the District Court of Massachusetts where Aereo succeeded against claims of copyright infringement based on the Second Circuit’s reasoning. However, not all subsequent litigation concluded in the same fashion. Shortly following Aereo’s launch, a rival company, with a similar technological structure, called FilmOnX launched in California and Washington D.C. Almost immediately after FilmOnX’s launch it faced lawsuits from content companies and broadcasters alleging infringement of the right of reproduction and public performance. In a noticeable departure


106. Id. at 680-81.


108. WNET, 712 F.3d at 683-84.

109. Id. at 683.

110. Id. at 689-90.

111. Id. at 696.


from the Second Circuit’s reasoning, the District Court for the Central District of California strongly disagreed with the assertion by the defendant FilmOnX that the unique copy to an individual consumer had relevance to the right of public performance.\textsuperscript{115} Rather, the court sided with the broadcast industry and focused on who had the right of transmission of a work rather than whether a work was being transmitted to the public.\textsuperscript{116}

As Aereo and other follow on companies continued to launch across the country, it was believed that inevitably a circuit split would occur.\textsuperscript{117} However, prior to this happening, the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case in its 2014-2015 term.\textsuperscript{118} The decisions rendered on these cases and subsequent litigation will have a significant impact on cloud computing services that reproduce and transmit copies of files under copyright by request of individual Internet users.\textsuperscript{119} Under the Second Circuit’s reasoning, a cloud storage based company is not directly liable under any theory of the public performance so long as the company maintains unique copies that are specific to individual subscribers. Such a model is currently being followed by leading services such as Dropbox, Google Drive, and Microsoft’s SkyDrive to name a small handful.\textsuperscript{120} Each service holds itself out as essentially a remote repository for personal data so that consumers can upload their files with the intention of retrieving their data at different times and different places.\textsuperscript{121} Under the Second Circuit’s rationale, when a cloud based service transmits, for example, a legally purchased music file, that service is privately performing the work to the individual and therefore authors have no legal rights to pursue litigation. One can analogize this relationship to a storage bin that is carried with you wherever you retain access to the Internet.

However, under the lower court decisions of the D.C. Circuit and Central California District Court, the right of public performance has nothing to do with the individual performances of a unique copy, but rather is associated with the


\textsuperscript{116}. Id. at 1146-47; see also Steven Musil, TV Broadcasters Win Preliminary Injunction Against FilmOnX, CNET (Sept. 5, 2013, 7:45 PM), http://news.cnet.com/8301-1023_3-57601633-93/tv-broadcasters-win-preliminary-injunction-against-filmon-x.


\textsuperscript{120}. Alan Henry, Five Best Cloud Storage Providers, LIFEHACKER (June 30, 2013 8:00 AM), http://lifehacker.com/five-best-cloud-storage-providers-614393607.

basic right of transmission.\textsuperscript{122} Under this scenario, works protected under the Copyright Act stored by users may subject remote storage and cloud based systems to liability on the grounds that the act of transmitting the work, without additional conduct, is a violation of an exclusive right of an author. This would be an odd result because it calls into question whether the original purchaser of the copyrighted work is subject to liability for uploading the work to remote storage in the first place.

A review of the legislative text of the Copyright Act sheds light on why these dueling contentions exist.\textsuperscript{123} The Copyright Act does not define private performances. This makes private performances a liberty granted to consumers by omission as opposed to a legal right. Therefore, one must infer where the public performance right of an author ends and where consumer freedom to privately perform begins. Arguably both the District Court for the Central District of California’s and Second Circuit’s interpretations leaves room for a private performance. Furthermore, the freedom to privately perform must exist otherwise the inclusion of the word “public” throughout the statute would be counterintuitive. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court in its \textit{Aereo} decision did little to directly address these open questions.

3. \textit{Supreme Court Decision on Aereo and its Impact}

The issue presented before the Supreme Court was “whether a company ‘publicly performs’ a copyrighted television program when it retransmits a broadcast of that program to thousands of paid subscribers over the Internet.”\textsuperscript{124} Notably, the form of this question appears to describe a video on demand cable service, which far and wide the industry believes must be licensed, as opposed to the new method of distribution Aereo represents.\textsuperscript{125}

The scope and reach of the claim by plaintiffs raised concern with dozens of major Internet companies who currently provide a range of remote storage and data delivery services on the Internet.\textsuperscript{126} The concern centers around the fact that the plaintiffs in the pending \textit{Aereo} case wish to create a right over the “transmission” of the service in the form of declaring it a separately copyrightable thing requiring a license to access.\textsuperscript{127} If such a reading were to be validated, an untold amount of liability would suddenly exist for Internet services

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext{122} Fox \textit{Television}, 915 F.Supp.2d at 1144.
\footnotetext{123} See supra Part III.
\footnotetext{124} Petition for Writ of Certiorari, American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2498 (2014) (No. 13-461), 2013 WL 5616728, at i (the Supreme Court agreed that this is the question presented for review).
\footnotetext{126} See Brief of Amici Curiae Center for Democracy & Technology et al. Supporting Cablevision, No. 07-1480-cv, at 19-20 (2d Cir. filed June 8, 2007), 2007 WL 6101596.
\footnotetext{127} See CABLEVISION SYSTEMS CORP., \textit{supra} note 125, at 9.
\end{footnotes}
on the premise that they are violating the public performance right solely because the transmissions themselves are public performances. This would run counter to the presumption of liability immunity Internet companies enjoy under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).

An alternative argument that was proposed by Cablevision itself (likely in hopes of saving its DVR-S service from a judicial death knell) is that Aereo is legally a cable system and subject to the additional retransmission obligations separate from the public performance right. The company argued that Congress intended companies such as Aereo to be subject to Section 111 of the Copyright Act of 1976, which overturned a previous Supreme Court decision that the public performance right was not violated when television broadcast signals were retransmitted by cable companies.

Unaccounted for in this argument are the obligations of a business entity that is legally defined as a cable system by the Federal Communications Commission (the regulatory authority for cable companies) and the Communications Act. To date, services similar to Aereo have been found to not meet the legal definition of a cable entity under the Communications Act.

In response to the arguments made the Supreme Court on June 25, 2014, issued a 6-3 opinion that Aereo was a cable system under the Copyright Act. The rationale of the Court’s majority holding was likely related to avoiding collateral issues to cloud computing technologies. In fact, the Court explicitly stated “[w]e cannot now answer more precisely how the Transmit Clause or other provisions of the Copyright Act will apply to technologies not before us.”

In reaching its decision, the Court held that “the language of the Act does not clearly indicate when an entity ‘performs’ (or ‘transmit[s]’) and when it merely

---

128. Id.
129. See generally Gellis, supra note 79, (the Digital Millennium Copyright Act provides secondary liability protection to Internet companies but obligates them to remove infringing content once they have been provided actual knowledge of an ongoing infringement).

130. CABLEVISION SYSTEMS CORP., supra note 125, at 27.
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supplies equipment that allows others to do so.”

Given the lack of clarity, the Court relied on what it believed to be the intent of Congress in 1976 when it amended the Copyright Act in response to the *Fortnightly* and *Teleprompter* decisions. By following this reasoning, the majority opinion further found that the technological distinctions between 1970’s era cable companies and Aereo is not a critical difference. Taking into account the actions of early day cable companies known as Community Antenna Television systems (CATV), the Supreme Court analogizes CATV with Aereo and declared it the modern day equivalent of a company Congress intended to cover with the 1976 amendments.

It is worth noting that the Court only narrowly answered the question of whether near simultaneous retransmission of broadcast content violated the Copyright Act and remanded further issues back to the Second Circuit. These issues include whether the personal copies created by customers of Aereo are violations of the reproduction right of the content that was broadcasted, whether Aereo is entitled to a Section 111 compulsory license, and what services are similar enough to Aereo to be legally defined as a cable system under the Copyright Act. The Court also left unanswered the question of whether transmissions of content under copyright (that is not a broadcast program) by a cloud computing constitutes a public performance.

IV. INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT LAW OVERVIEW

For decades U.S. copyright jurisprudence and legislative activity has been the result of international agreements. Central to the international regime, as Part IV will explain, is an obligation to adhere to general uniformity in protecting
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the rights of authors. When parties begin to differ on the scope of that obligation, dispute settlement mechanisms are in place to resolve the difference. As Part IV and Part V of this Comment will explain, competing interpretations of the public performance right are beginning to emerge.

International copyright law stems from various multilateral agreements and conventions. The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Berne Convention), the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), and the World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty (WCT) form the bulk of international copyright law. The Berne Convention provides the foundation through a list of exclusive rights granted to authors as well as limitations and exceptions for users. In order to comply with this treaty and its related agreements the United States implemented domestic legislation.

A. Berne Convention

Originally signed on September 1886 in Berne, Switzerland, the Berne Convention has provided a framework for the international community for more than a century. Berne originally began as a multilateral agreement among ten countries and established a number of standards that at the time the United States did not adhere. The purpose of the Berne Convention was to harmonize copyright law and establish a uniform set of protections amongst its signatories on issues such as the length of a copyright, the legal requirements to have a valid copyright, and the specific exclusive rights granted to a copyright holder. These rights include the right of reproduction and the right of public
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In regards to the right of reproduction, the Berne Convention states:

(1) Authors of literary and artistic works protected by this Convention shall have the exclusive right of authorizing the reproduction of these works, in any manner or form.

(2) It shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to permit the reproduction of such works in certain special cases, provided that such reproduction does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.

Whereas the right of public performance is mentioned several times throughout the convention by instance of the type of work such as newspapers, dramatic and musical works, cinematographic works, and literary works. In addition, each of these grants of exclusivity contains a requirement for a signatory nation to draft and implement its own domestic legislation for purposes of carrying out the provision. However, over the decades Berne Convention signatories have taken different approaches to issues involving the movement of content over Internet networks.

B. The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

The Berne Convention provided less than ideal international enforcement mechanisms against signatories who fail to comply with its articles, which resulted in the creation of TRIPS. As a result, the international community moved the issues revolving around the protection of intellectual property into the arena of international trade.

Under TRIPS, member nations of the World Trade Organization (WTO) could enforce the rights of their citizens by bringing a complaint on behalf of
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their authors. Those rights for copyright holders were incorporated by referencing the Berne Convention, which in turn provides deference to domestic legislatures to carry out the provisions of Berne. In short, failure to comply with the obligations set forth under the Berne Convention and related agreements such as WCT would trigger action under TRIPS. The teeth of the enforcement bite came primarily through the potential for trade sanctions on unrelated goods and other economic pressures in retaliation for failure to comply with international obligations. TRIPS was finalized in 1994, and to date, 153 countries are members of the WTO and subject to TRIPS.

In order to provide flexibility to member nations, domestic legislatures are allowed to limit the rights of copyright owners so long as those limitations are confined to special cases, do not conflict with normal exploitation of an author’s work, and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interest of a copyright owner. This criterion is often referred to as the “TRIPS three-step test.”

Activating the enforcement mechanism of TRIPS requires a member party to commence sanctions against another party on the grounds that some exemption failed the TRIPS three-step test. Once a complaint is filed, a WTO dispute settlement body (DSB) hears the arguments by both parties and performs an analysis of the issue before ruling on the sanction proposal. A quick overview of the history of the Fairness in Music Licensing Act’s (FIMLA) path through the TRIPS process will provide context.

In 1998, the United States Congress enacted FIMLA and provided an exemption to the public performance right to small businesses such as restaurants. Shortly after passage, the EU commenced a sanction action against the U.S. at the WTO. Ultimately, the DSB found that the empirical data showed
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a sizable number of businesses\footnote{179} would enjoy the exemption and the broadness of its scope resulted in the U.S. violating its treaty obligations.\footnote{180}

In response to this failure, the U.S. was forced to pay the EU a lump-sum payment of $3.3 million to establish a fund for general interest activities of European music copyright holders.\footnote{181} However, this was only a temporary measure and subsequent actions and discussions between the two parties are ongoing. To date, Congress has been unable to enact an amendment to the statute though legislation has been introduced.\footnote{182}

C. The WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT)

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) dates back to 1883 and is one the oldest international intellectual property institutions.\footnote{183} Its origins date back the formative days of European patent law and today it is a specialized agency that exists within the United Nations.\footnote{184} In 1996, in response to rights holders’ concerns with the Internet and its impact on the distribution of Copyrighted works, the WCT was created under special agreements provisions of Article 20 of the Berne Convention.\footnote{185}

The WCT’s path to enactment was arguably rocky due to the U.S. pursuing a maximalist’s view of copyright law.\footnote{186} Some examples of positions adopted by the U.S. government but ultimately failed to achieve international support were liability for telephone, cable, and Internet companies for user driven violations of copyright law,\footnote{187} repealing the statutory protection for temporary copies of works,\footnote{188} and providing a new exclusive right to copyright owners over all digital transmissions over networks in all forms.\footnote{189}

This created tension because for years settled domestic law such as the Betamax decision\footnote{190} and legislative action\footnote{191} contradicted many of these positions. While the U.S. and its supporters dropped their stances on various proposals\footnote{192}
the discussions revolving around networks encountered a different sort of friction. The U.S. position was for transmissions over a network to be treated as distributions of copies while the EU saw such transmissions as communications to the public. Arguably the EU articulation of network transmissions carried the day and the creation of a right to “make available” found its origins from the following provision.

Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 11(1)(ii), 11bis(1)(i) and (ii), 11ter(1)(ii), 14(1)(ii) and 14bis(1) of the Berne Convention, authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorizing any communication to the public of their works, by wire or wireless means, including the making available to the public of their works in such a way that members of the public may access these works from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.

This distinction carries significance when considering the focal point of the Cablevision, Aereo, and cloud computing’s growing prevalence revolves around whether or not a public performance has occurred.

In response to the WCT, the United States Congress passed implementing legislation known as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). The DMCA for the most part is the governing law when considering the obligations of broadband networks, open platform services, and cloud computing services. The basic premise of liability follows a process known as “notice and takedown” where providers of Internet services (both the provisioning of access and provisioning of Internet based services) were shielded from liability so long as they took steps to remove infringing material upon proper notification.

When is a transmission over an Internet network to the public, what rights does an author have to exercise control over that process? Not all signatories of the Berne Convention have approached this question and answer in the same way. The next parts of this comment will review how the EU has interpreted the same obligations deriving from Berne and WCT namely through the explicit creation of a making available right.

V. THE EU AND THE COPYRIGHT DIRECTIVE

When the European nations came together to formulate the European Union (EU), they empowered a multi-national body known as the European...
Parliament. Through the EU Parliament, the EU can bind itself with Directives, which are designed to harmonize the EU zone and supersede national laws. As a result, most of the Berne Convention obligations as well as new exclusive rights under copyright law have initially been issued through EU Directives. Furthermore, judicial disputes about how to interpret an EU Directive are handled through a referral process to the European Court of Justice (Court of Justice).

As noted earlier, U.S. law provides copyright holders six exclusive rights and has been expanded to cover additional works over the decades. However, a notable difference between these two jurisdictions is how the U.S. and EU interpret the “making available” right outlined in the WCT. That difference being U.S. policy makers implemented WCT through the passage of the DMCA while the EU explicitly created a new right per Directive 2001/29/EC (the Copyright Directive) issued on May 22, 2001.

Under the Copyright Directive, the “right to make available to the public” works protected by copyright was defined as “covering all acts of making available such subject-matter to members of the public not present at the place where the act of making available originates.” The policy rationale that underlies the “making available” right was the concern that Internet technologies did not provide clear contours of the legal rights of authors. By creating this right, legal standing is provided to rights holders who wish to take action solely on the grounds that a work has been transmitted over a network. Under U.S. law, courts have disagreed whether the transmission alone without additional facts was enough to trigger a copyright violation. Instead, courts such as the Second Circuit analyze who is making the copy and who is receiving the copy.
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A. How the European Court of Justice has Interpreted the “Making Available” Right

The Court of Justice has deliberated on a handful of cases that interpreted the Copyright Directive and its “making available” right. The most analogous decision to the Aereo case has been ITV Broadcasting Ltd. v. TV Catchup Ltd. (TV Catchup). In that case, a UK company known as TV Catchup was sued for taking free over-the-air broadcast signals from UK broadcast stations and retransmitting them to subscribers on a one-to-one basis within the television market. The Court of Justice, when interpreting Article 3(1) of the Copyright Directive, found that the “making available” right must be given a broad interpretation. The court held that the “retransmission” of the broadcast signal “to the subscribers” of TV Catchup violated the Copyright Directive. This is despite the fact that “those subscribers [were] within the area of reception of that terrestrial television broadcast” and could already “lawfully receive the broadcast on a television receiver.”

The court rejected an argument made by TV Catchup that a public communication has not occurred because its subscribers are already licensed to receive the performance and were not a “new public” audience. This concept of a “new public” is best described as an audience that an author selling their rights did not contemplate or authorize at the time of sale. In simple terms, if audience A was the intended recipient of a broadcasted program but audience B received the program in addition to audience A, then the author is entitled to compensation for the “new public” of audience B.

The Court of Justice also rejected the claim by TV Catchup that the technical means of retransmission simply improved the original transmission. TV Catchup attempted to rely on the Spanish Rafael Hoteles case where a hotel in Spain was receiving a satellite transmission on its receiver and then redistributed the satellite programming throughout the hotel. The Court of Justice found that
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if each television was independently capable of receiving the transmission, a violation of Article 3(1) would not occur. This is because the provisioning of physical facilities does not amount to a communication to the public, while the act of receiving and retransmitting results in a communication.

Underlying the Court of Justice’s rejection of TV Catchup’s “new public” and technical improvement arguments was its focus on whether the act of transmitting content over the Internet constituted a separate communication. The court ignored the fact that no new members of the public would gain access to the content because they already had access to it for free or that TV Catchup guaranteed members of the public high quality capturing of the broadcast signal. Rather, the Court of Justice viewed the two transmissions (one by broadcast and one by the Internet) as “separate transmissions that must be authorized individually and separately by the authors concerned given that each is made under specific technical conditions, using a different means of transmission for the protected works, and each is intended for a public.” Therefore, TV Catchup was violating the “making available” right of authors and was in violation of Article 3(1) of the Copyright Directive solely on retransmitting copyrighted works over the Internet.

1. How Would Cablevision and Aereo Been Decided Under the Copyright Directive?

The TV Catchup case is arguably analogous to the Aereo and Cablevision. However, some significant differences exist between the two companies. To begin, TV Catchup utilizes an en masse receiver system through a satellite feed and distribution center. Aereo only provisions customers with a remotely located antenna of their own. Another difference is TV Catchup incorporates its own advertising into the stream in concert with the broadcaster’s advertising while Aereo leaves the original broadcast untouched. Furthermore, TV Catchup owns a substantial amount of infrastructure equipment and facilities such as data centers, a network, and its own bandwidth for streaming content. Aereo’s provisioning of equipment is significantly more barebones consisting of
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essentially a computer for remote storage, an antenna, and a method of remote access via its website.\textsuperscript{234} Under the Copyright Directive, the mere provisioning of physical facilities alone does not result in a violation.\textsuperscript{235}

Arguably Aereo’s intentional design could be seen as a mere provisioning of physical facilities (antenna and computer storage) for the purpose of the exemption. After all, the mere provisioning clause was designed to avoid finding all forms of Internet technologies such as Internet service providers liable on copyright grounds.\textsuperscript{236} However, if the Copyright Directive categorically maintains all transmissions of content over the Internet requires a license, regardless of its purpose and regardless of its impact on authors, then even Cablevision would be impermissible.

Further supporting a more restrictive interpretation is the EU’s objective in creating the “making available” right. In specific, the EU wanted to provide “proper support for the dissemination of culture” while not “sacrificing strict protection of rights.”\textsuperscript{237} Part of this strictness stems from the traditional European viewpoint that an author’s right is a moral right\textsuperscript{238} whereas the U.S. has maintained an emphasis on the economics of copyright law.\textsuperscript{239}

### VI. CONCLUSION

The Internet’s contribution to improving productivity, creativity, collaboration, and idea and culture production is undeniable. Since its inception, global GDP growth provided by the Internet exceeds the entire GDP of Canada and a faster growth rate than the GDP of Brazil.\textsuperscript{240} Cloud computing represents the future potential of the network. If fully embraced and unencumbered, both US and EU businesses and consumers alike will enjoy billions in cost savings, billions in economic growth, and new employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{241} This bright future however is not destiny. A restrictive interpretation of the public performance right, such as the one proffered by the EU, will stifle future innovation.

The differences between U.S. and EU investor behavior prove this point.\textsuperscript{242} Following the Second Circuit’s Cablevision decision, VC groups have been more
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willing to take investment risks in the U.S. market.\textsuperscript{243} These new investments attract more consumers, which attracts more investments creating a virtuous cycle.\textsuperscript{244} Policy makers should take note that the virtuous cycle is not limited to the technology industry. In fact, despite arguments made to the contrary by copyright maximalists\textsuperscript{245}, the Internet has been a boon to authors and current copyright holders.\textsuperscript{246} Even the plaintiffs for the upcoming \textit{Aereo} case acknowledge that the future (in terms of making profits) is bright even if they lost at the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{247}

Despite the benefits of \textit{Cablevision}, a more restrictive interpretation of international copyright law marches forward across the Atlantic. The EU’s Copyright Directive has been interpreted so broadly that Internet transmissions alone, without additional culpable conduct, are now considered subject to copyright holders’ authorization through the “making available” right.\textsuperscript{248} This interpretation reflects a philosophy EU policy makers have held in regards to the Internet and copyright law since the drafting of the WCT.\textsuperscript{249} Adopting the EU interpretation of the public performance right will relegate future innovations into a permissions based system. Were it possible that EU jurisprudence and legislative activity be isolated, the impact of this restrictive path would be sizable but contained.

International copyright law requires harmony among its member states. The Supreme Court’s \textit{Aereo} decision did little to determine if U.S. Copyright law is falling in synch with the European Court of Justice’s findings that transmissions categorically are subject to independent authorizations by copyright holders.\textsuperscript{250} As a result, an international interpretative split remains a possibility and a debate over the obligations of the WCT will follow. Further complicating the dispute is the internal disagreement among U.S. Members of Congress and legal scholars on whether or not the U.S. already does in fact meet its WCT obligations under the Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{251} To resolve this difference, the U.S. and EU can either
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attempt to invoke the TRIPS dispute resolution process or revisit the text of the WCT.\textsuperscript{252}

While revisiting a treaty is a herculean effort, it may be inevitable as the “TRIPS three-step test” will likely fail to provide clarity on the correct interpretation. Both parties can credibly argue that an expansive interpretation of a private performance is broad (and therefore prejudicial to authors) or narrow.\textsuperscript{253} The individual using a cloud-based service for receiving their legally obtained, copyrighted work is an isolated incident and conveys a narrow exception. When considering millions of people connected to the Internet performing the same action, it begins to look like a very broad exception.

Even if the U.S. was found to be in violation of its international obligations, actions by Congress to remedy the problem by giving authors a new Internet-based exclusive right will encounter harsh resistance from Internet freedom activists, startup entrepreneurs, and the Internet industry.\textsuperscript{254} It is also against U.S. economic interests to surrender potential boosts to GDP and job growth.\textsuperscript{255} The combination of these two facts makes it likely that U.S. policymakers will follow the same path of inaction that they have undertaken with the FIMLA dispute.\textsuperscript{256} In the end, the difference between public performances and private performances carry fundamental importance. Given that international treaties and national laws all recognize a public performance right, then inherently within the texts of these acts the contours of a private performance liberty must exist. This would be a logical construction of the treaty and statutory text. Otherwise policymakers from the start would have simply avoided the use of the word “public” and simply drafted the right to be a \textit{right of performance}. One hopes that the courts and legislatures do not forget that tipping the balance in favor of finding more acts as public performances takes away freedoms currently held by the public who ultimately are the intended benefactor of copyright law.
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